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of all people was discussed in these pages (April, 1858) Much as the subject of prostitution has been talked about since our previous article, and much as philanthropy and Christian charity have attempted to interfere in the matter, little real good has been effected towards the prevention of this evil in our social economy. At least, this is our honest opinion, though we are fully aware it will meet with but little approval in the judgment of many. In support of it we cannot, as is readily admitted, offer any dazzling array of statistics; but as close observers, and not having any " mission" or party purpose to fulfil, we are compelled to acknowledge the truth as we feel it. It will not be out of place, however, to direct attention to the 'Judicial Statistics of England and Wales for 18G1' (compiled by order of the Secretary of State for the Home Department), and which have been just issued from the Government press. It will be found that the returns connected with the criminal classes, whilst they show a decrease of " known thieves and depredators" of 21-3 per cent., and a decrease in the number of receivers of stolen goods and suspected persoi. as compared with the preceding year, prove an increase in the number of prostitutes, vagrants, and tramps, both adults and juveniles?for the former, to 2*9 per cent, and 2*2 per cent, respectively; and for the latter, to 10 per cent, and 4-4 per cent, respectively. In a little book recently published, entitled ' [Jan.
answer will be given. With It may be thought the definition is quite satisfactory. But what is a "new-born child" in the eye of the law in a case of infanticide? It means a child "wholly born," and which has an existence independent of the mother.
Thus infanticide, according to such doctrine, is only constituted by the depriving a child of life after it has been wholly extruded from the vagina. No woman can be found guilty of the crime until it be proved that her child had an independent existence. Hence, says Dr. Ryan? " It follows that the killing of a child during birth is not murder in\ law. That, in fact, a woman may kill her child, and, provided only that any part of the child is within her own natural passages at the time, she cannot be brought in guilty of murder. A hand, a foot, an arm, still within the passages of the woman, screens the murderess from the penalties of murder. Murder has been committed in this state, and the murderess has been allowed to go at large with an improved stock of experience for future need. On the heads of children being born into the world, their skulls have been broken in, or strangulation has put a period to their existence, and yet because these children were not icliolly born, the perpetrators have escaped, as if any difference existed in the moral turpitude of murdering a partially over that of a wholly born child." (p. 6.)
The great difficulty experienced in proving the child to have been " wholly born," and the severe penalty of death hovering over the mother if such should be proved, has led, as a general result, to the mother being put upon her trial for " concealment of birth" only. sympathy" is ever expressed. So long, then, as the law be death for infanticide, so long will seduced, abandoned, heart-broken, half-maddened women, who are thought to have slain their children, meet with such compassion as refuses to allow them to " risk the hazard of the die."
Wei-e the penalty a shade less than being hung, and less than that which is awarded to a Palmer, a Rush, a Manning, or a Greenacre, they would be left to their fate. As it is, they are either tried for " concealment" or they get off altogether.
" It is a well-known fact, that when the extreme penalty of the law was the sentence passed on all persons who should be found convicted of sheepstealing and forgery, these offences became the more prevalent, because juries could not be found cruel enough to take away life in deference to a barbarous code. We stand now precisely in the same state in regard to infanticide as we did then in respect to forgery. Jurors will not convict in these cases; they feel, indeed, naturally, urgently, that 
